What is

CHANGING
AND

WHY

?

Marseille Provence Airport is changing. This forward-looking
airport will be more streamlined and fluid, providing you
with an experience that is unique in Provence.

New inside and outside signage from the 15th November 2017
for easier on-site navigation and access.

Terminals and Halls

mp² will now be called

Halls 1 & 2 will
now be called

Halls 3 & 4 will
now be called

Check-in area
"Check-in desk", Drop-Off, baggage drop-off point.

Hall A

4 check-in lines

Line A
Line B
Line C
Line D

A1
A2
A3
A4

Hall B

2 check-in areas

Hall 4
Hall 3

Check-in B1
Check-in B2

Boarding area
Security screening checkpoints and border police.

Hall A

2 boarding areas

Boarding 1 - ground floor (prev. Hall 1)
Boarding 2 - upstairs (prev. Hall 2)

Hall B

2 boarding areas

Boarding 3 (prev. Hall 3)
Boarding 4 (prev. Hall 4)

Why is it changing?
Marseille Provence Airport -

2 terminals in 1 airport.

Standardising the 2 buildings for greater understanding and clarity.
Meeting international airport standards.
The mp² name will disappear, to be replaced by "Marseille Provence Airport".

Each terminal will have a different colour
palettes to reflect 2 different travel experiences

Terminal 1: The "Open sky"
with a warm, comfortable,
outward-looking atmosphere.

Terminal 2: The "Smart & Co" for
a sociable, dynamic vibe that
maintains a relaxed and attentive
welcome.

Taxis
Kiss & Fly

Kiss & Fly

Coach parking
Car rental

Total
service
station

Bus Station

CAR PARKS
Why is it changing?
To make it easier to understand the car park options available corresponding
to the terminal or hall. The new names make sense in both French and English.
2 kiss & fly are available.
Passenger drop-off or pick-up 

K i ss & fly

in front of
in front of

Free parking for

minutes

The names of the P2 and P10 car parks
are being changedto reflect their "short-term" role.

Free parking for

minutes*

*Excepted T2: Free parking for 15 minutes

The car parks that are changing names
The "chèque parking"
will now be called 

Super Eco

The "durée XXL" 
will now be called 

Extra Long

1 car park = 1 colour

It's the cheapest car park at Marseille Provence
Airport. A shuttle bus will take you to the
terminals in 5 minutes.
This car park is for long stays (25 to 90 days).
Access the terminals in 7 - 9 minutes on foot.

for easy memorisation and improved traffic flow.

New on-line booking
At the end of 2017, all the car parks at Marseille Provence Airport will have
the option to book on-line: the "Premium" car parks (P1+P6), the "Classic" car park (P5)
and the "Eco" carparks (P3+P7).
More informations :
marseilleaeroport-transformation.fr or marseille-airport.com

